
Version control with GitHub



What is the goal of making code?

Sharing this



What is the goal of making code?



But first.. Where are we?
/Users/avahoffman/Desktop/My_great_analysis

/Cloud/projectAbsolute path Starts at 
the root directory: /



But first.. Where are we?
/Users/avahoffman/Desktop/My_great_analysis

/Cloud/projectAbsolute path Starts at 
the root directory: /

This isn’t going to work if I want to share..



Enter the relative path!
Launch “data_cleaning.R”

R looks in /Users/avahoffman/Desktop/My_great_analysis/R_code



Enter the relative path!

The data isn’t in 
/Users/avahoffman/Desktop/My_great_analysis/R_code ! Relative path Starts 

relative to another file

Use `../` to tell R to 
look a level higher



Enter the relative path + .Rproj

Relative path Starts 
relative to another file

When a project is open, R 
knows to look relative to 
the .Rproj file

Click File > New 
Project… on your local 
machine if you need one



Enter the relative path + .Rproj

Relative path Starts 
relative to another file

here() defines your base 
directory to be the directory 

where you have a .Rproj file



Enter the relative path + .Rproj

Relative path Starts 
relative to another file

here() can then be used to 
create absolute paths to files



Absolute path Relative path

Your house ➡ Dinner ➡ Movie 
Theater

● Very specific and helpful but 
only to YOU

● What happens if you move??

Dinner ➡ Movie Theater

● Useful to many people
● But you need to know where 

you’re starting

.Rproj + here() Your GPS!

● Navigate from your 
current location



cloud project data

code

figures

products

raw_data

tidy_data

raw_code

final_code

exploratory

explanatory

writing

What you 
would share 

with 
someone 

else
All paths in your code should be relative to /cloud/project



So how do you efficiently share projects or 
folders structured like this with other people?

GitHub!



Unfortunate truth
https://twitter.com/mtrc/status/617075570761965568

Git commands have convenience 
in mind, not intuition



What’s the difference between Git and GitHub?



What’s the difference between Git and GitHub?

Git

GitHub

Your entire work history



http://git-scm.com/ 

http://git-scm.com/


https://github.com/ 

https://github.com/


http://gitready.com/beginner/2009/01/21/pushing-and-pulling.html



http://kbroman.org/Tools4RR/assets/lectures/04_git.pdf



It's like a shared Dropbox folder that you have to 
sync yourself, on each of your computers, in specific 
orders



Why not just use Dropbox? 



Jenny Bryan:https://speakerdeck.com/jennybc/ubc-stat545-2015-cm001-intro-to-course



https://github.com/SISBID/Data-Wrangling 

https://github.com/SISBID/Data-Wrangling


https://github.com/SISBID/Data-Wrangling 

https://github.com/SISBID/Data-Wrangling


https://twitter.com/JennyBryan/status/752440799149846528



AnVIL already has Git installed. 
Install Git/Github Locally 

(for later)
http://happygitwithr.com/install-git.html

and 
https://try.github.io/levels/1/challenges/1

http://happygitwithr.com/install-git.html
https://try.github.io/levels/1/challenges/1


How the pros git/github





https://github.com/jennybc/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user/blob/master/happy-git
-and-github-for-the-user.pdf

The amount of Git skilz 
necessary to fix a borked repo is 

an order of magnitude bigger 
than to bork it.

https://github.com/jennybc/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user/blob/master/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user.pdf
https://github.com/jennybc/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user/blob/master/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user.pdf


https://github.com/jennybc/happy-git-and-github-for-the-user/blob/master/happy-git
-and-github-for-the-user.pdf



https://xkcd.com/1597/

"If that doesn't fix it, git.txt contains 
the phone number of a friend of 
mine who understands git. Just wait 
through a few minutes of 'It's really 
pretty simple, just think of branches 
as...' and eventually you'll learn the 
commands that will fix everything."

https://xkcd.com/1597/


Step 1: New repo on GitHub



https://github.com/ 

https://github.com/


https://github.com/ 

https://github.com/


https://github.com/new 

https://github.com/new




Step 2: Create “local” link











Step 3: Change stuff





1

2



1

2

3



You might be prompted for more information

Use your GitHub email and 
display name



You might be prompted for more information

Use the RStudio Terminal





Push to GitHub

You will be prompted for 
username and password



Success!



● You add/edit files in your AnVIL project or personal computer (your local 
repository).

● You publish/share these changes to a remote repository (GitHub) so 
that others may see them/incorporate them into their own work.

● Git commands
○ git status
○ git add .
○ git commit -m “A message here”
○ git push

Review



Staging files and folders with git add

git add file_or_folder stages specified file or folder

git add . stages new and modified files

git add -u stages modified and deleted files

git add -A stages new, modified, and deleted files

git add *.csv Stages any files with .csv extension

git add * Use with caution: stages everything



Step 4: Incorporate changes 
made by others



Updating the readme on remote 
(on GitHub) - simulates changes 

made by others



Click Pull button

Shows files changed

Git pull incorporates changes 
from remote repository

Files automatically update!



● Others have pushed changes to the remote repository.
● You want to incorporate those changes into your local 

repository.
● Git commands 

○ git pull

Pulling



When working with others, you should create 
branches so you don’t overwrite work by others. Let 
us know if you want to learn more about this!



Danger-free commands
https://git-school.github.io/visualizing-git/



git - the simple guide 
https://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/



https://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guid
e/files/git_cheat_sheet.pdf 

https://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/files/git_cheat_sheet.pdf
https://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/files/git_cheat_sheet.pdf


https://desktop.github.com/ 

https://desktop.github.com/


https://www.gitkraken.com/ 

https://www.gitkraken.com/


Nice practice
https://www.katacoda.com/courses/git


